INTRODUCTION
============

Protein sequences are of utmost importance for studying the function and evolution of genes and genomes. Evolutionary processes of mutation and selection have shaped the protein sequence space and became manifest in the protein sequences as well as their pair-wise and group-wise similarities. Therefore, a rich collection of methods in computational biology relies on the analysis and comparison of protein sequences. Many of these intensively used methods perform sequence similarity searches \[e.g. BLAST ([@B1])\] or compare protein sequences against secondary databases of protein families \[e.g. InterPro ([@B2])\].

The fast increasing volume of publicly available protein sequences forges a computational dilemma for bioinformatics tasks that require repeated all-against-all calculations of sequence similarities or sequence features. Such rather straightforward but technically challenging tasks among others are the annotation of genomes or the clustering of the protein sequence space into protein families. Due to the exponential growth of the number of sequences and the quadratic complexity of the sequence similarity matrix, the computational demand of calculating an all-versus-all sequence matrix of all known proteins easily outgrows available computational resources. Due to the subsequent growth of the secondary databases, a similar problem exists for the prediction of protein domains. As a consequence, any repeated *ab initio* recalculation of the similarity matrix is highly ineffective due to the recalculation of the vast majority of already known sequence similarity relations. However, as the number of recently added sequences is always small compared to the bulk of know sequences, repeated recalculations---frequently performed in many sequence-based projects---waste a remarkable amount of compute sources worldwide.

The Similarity Matrix of Proteins (SIMAP) solves the computational dilemma described above by incrementally pre-calculating the sequence similarities forming the known protein sequence space ([@B3]). The comparison of new sequences versus known ones returns symmetric scores that can be updated accordingly in the existing records. Compared to other resources that pre-calculate sequence similarities \[e.g. NCBI Blink ([@B4])\], the FASTA ([@B5]) and Smith--Waterman ([@B6]) based similarity calculation in SIMAP is only restricted by a static and sensitive raw score threshold without limiting the maximal number of hits per sequence. Hence the structure of the sequence similarity matrix is not influenced by the taxonomy and study biases that exist in the major protein sequence databases. The SIMAP database stores raw scores from the calculated alignments. When querying SIMAP, *e*-values are calculated on-the-fly according to the selected databases and taxa. To complement the pair-wise sequence similarity matrix by position specific searches against known protein families, SIMAP in addition pre-calculates sequence based features as e.g. InterPro matches ([@B2]). To maximize its coverage to provide an efficient alternative to BLAST or Interproscan calculations, the comprehensive representation of the protein sequence space is crucial for SIMAP. Recent improvements in SIMAP have addressed this requirement by further expanding the sequence space and including metagenomic sequences. Further improvements have extended the functional annotation of the protein sequence space in SIMAP by pre-calculated GO annotations and improved the data access and query tools of SIMAP.

NEW FEATURES AND IMPROVEMENTS IN SIMAP
======================================

Comprehensive coverage of the protein sequence space
----------------------------------------------------

SIMAP represents the known protein sequence space comprehensively and up-to-date. According to this goal, the SIMAP database is synchronized once per month with the major protein sequence databases ([Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). The consideration of each of these databases in SIMAP is justified by providing either unique protein sequences that are not found in other databases \[e.g. ENSEMBL ([@B7])\], or unique protocols for data processing \[e.g. NCBI RefSeq ([@B8])\]. The continuous and rapid growth of the sequence space demands for a sophisticated high-performance computing infrastructure to pre-calculate the sequence similarities of all new sequences and their sequence-based features immediately after the import of new sequences even in case of SIMAP's incremental implementation. The SIMAPBOINC public resource computing project ([@B9]) steadily provides compute power beyond the current need and thus enables rapid updating of SIMAP. Table 1.Number of protein entries and non-redundant sequences of the major protein sequence databases included in SIMAP as of September 2009DatabaseProtein entriesNon-redundant sequencesNCBI GenBank16 146 01813 065 886NCBI RefSeq8 181 9106 681 186Uniprot/TrEMBL8 926 0167 586 794Uniprot/Swissprot495 880416 496PDB139 10641 445PEDANT5 480 4425 389 911ENSEMBL1 094 4821 062 197

Consistent processing and annotation of metagenomes
---------------------------------------------------

With the breakthrough of next generation sequencing methods and their application to environmental samples ([@B10]), metagenomic sequences have indelibly expanded the protein sequence space to non-culturable organisms and environmental communities. However, the pioneering 'Global ocean sampling' (GOS) project ([@B11]) so far remains the only metagenomic dataset of which protein sequences are represented in a major public sequence database \[NCBI GenBank ([@B4])\]. All other metagenomes are---if at all---deposited in distributed resources as the 'Whole Genome Shutgun' (wgs) section of NCBI GenBank ([@B4]) or the IMG/M database ([@B12]). No standardized protocol for gene calling and the annotation of protein-coding sequences has been established so far for these data collections. As the consistent annotation of metagenomes is indispensable for any downstream comparative analysis such as comparisons of taxonomic or functional profiles between different metagenomes, an extension of SIMAP was implemented that extracts coding sequences from metagenomic sequencing reads, assembled contigs and scaffolds in a consistent way.

This part of SIMAP covering environmental sequence fragments is monthly synchronized with three major repositories of metagenomes ([Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}). Entirely redundant metagenomes are considered only once, whereas redundant representations of the same project differing in their total number of nucleotides (e.g. the whale fall samples in IMG/M and GenBank wgs) are retained. Similar to the methodology used by the GOS project ([@B13]), coding sequences are extracted from the nucleotide sequences in a multi-step procedure: all open reading frames (ORF) exceeding a length of 90 nt are extracted from the nucleotide sequences of a metagenome,all-against-all protein sequence similarities between all ORFs in a metagenome are calculated using the SIMAP software ([@B3]): first a FASTA ([@B5]) similarity search against the low-complexity masked sequences down to the BLOSUM50 ([@B14]) score of 80 is performed without restricting the number of hits, thereafter the alignments are re-calculated without low-complexity masking,ORFs are weighted by the number and score of their sequence alignments; shadow ORFs are detected by their overlap with higher weighted ORFs and removed using the methodology and parameters as in the GOS project ([@B13]),remaining ORFs having a length of at least 60 aa are imported into the main SIMAP database,all-against-all protein sequence similarities between all ORFs of a metagenome and all other protein sequences in SIMAP are calculated as in step 2,again, shadow ORFs are removed as in step 3. Table 2.Number of metagenomic samples and extracted protein-coding sequences in SIMAP as of September 2009DatabaseMetagenomic samplesNon-redundant sequencesCamera (JCVI)546 031 109NCBI Genbank/wgs section1304 244 008IMG/M (JGI)652 833 359

Compared to the supervised gene prediction methods as used in other metagenomic resources, the procedure applied in SIMAP is not biased towards any taxonomic group (i.e. prokaryotes) and only limited by the minimal length of open reading frames in step 1 and 4. The parameters applied in this procedure ensure optimal sensitivity in detecting coding sequences both in single-exon and multi-exon genes.

The derived metagenomic ORFs have almost doubled the volume of the known protein sequence space and thus significantly added valuable information ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). However, metagenomic sequences exhibit lower accuracy compared to completely sequenced genes and genomes, show fragmentation in case of multi-exon genes and lack knowledge of their taxonomic origin. Therefore, metagenomic sequences can be excluded when retrieving data from SIMAP according to the individual requirements of the user. Figure 1.Composition of the non-redundant protein sequence space in SIMAP as of September 2009.

Functional annotation of the protein sequence space
---------------------------------------------------

Many computational methods to support the prediction of protein function are computationally expensive and therefore benefit from comprehensive pre-calculation and incremental updates as the basic design principles of SIMAP. SIMAP thus pre-calculates Interpro domains and features ([@B2]) for all sequences including metagenomic ORFs ([@B15]). New releases of InterPro are incorporated into SIMAP as soon as they become available; SIMAP is regularly updated to the latest InterPro version (currently 22.0).

SIMAP provides an ideal complete resource for the computation of secondary features such as the functional annotation of protein sequences based on information transfer from annotated proteins. BLAST2GO may serve as an example that provides various annotation tools for the functional classification of proteins ([@B16],[@B17]). Blast2GO achieves the automatic functional annotation of DNA or protein sequences employing the Gene Ontology vocabulary. We have adapted the Blast2GO suite to enable the retrieval of sequence similarities from the SIMAP database instead of performing BLAST ([@B1]) searches. This step saves an enormous amount of compute-time compared to BLAST and allows annotating the complete protein sequence space of SIMAP using a few PCs within a week. We have integrated the adapted BLAST2GO program into the monthly update workflow of SIMAP in order to keep the pre-calculated BLAST2GO annotations complete and up-to-date ([Table 3](#T3){ref-type="table"}). Table 3.Pre-calculated functional annotations in SIMAP as of September 2009MethodNumber of pre-calculated featuresInterProScan133 829 528TargetP17 205 439SignalP11 060 831TMHMM15 841 454Phobius18 488 832Blast2GO190 801 556

High performance data access facilities
---------------------------------------

All data in SIMAP are freely available. The continuously growing size of SIMAP demands a sophisticated implementation of the database to provide versatile and rapid access to the data with respect to a broad spectrum of use cases. Based on the established database and standard middleware components of SIMAP, we have improved the performance and stability of SIMAP through clustering of two independent database and application servers. This clustering effectively uncouples production and maintenance processes. Each of the servers is ready to process more than 2 million complex queries per day.

Furthermore, we have improved the different data access facilities connecting SIMAP to its users. The versatile web portal allows searching for proteins by text or sequence queries. The matches are starting points for retrieving homologous proteins based on sequence similarity or domain architecture. Protein report pages integrate data from SIMAP including InterPro and GO annotation as well as from external resources as the PEDANT database ([@B18]). To facilitate clustering methods, all-against-all matrices of similarity scores can be downloaded for user-supplied groups of proteins.

Programmatic access to SIMAP is provided by several SOAP based Web-Services. The SimpAT (Simap Access Tools) allows easy access to the SIMAP database using Web-Service functionality. Recently, we have implemented Distributed Annotation System (DAS) services for SIMAP. These can be accessed via the URL <http://webclu.bio.wzw.tum.de/das/> and provide easy and rapid access to the proteins, sequence similarities, InterPro matches and GO annotations from SIMAP. These data with the exception of the very huge similarity matrix itself can also be downloaded as flat files from the SIMAP web portal. For research projects interested in parts of the similarity matrix, we provide project specific monthly dumps upon request.

DISCUSSION
==========

The SIMAP database is a unique fundamental resource for computational biology that consequently puts the principle of incremental pre-calculation of sequence similarities and sequence based features into practice. SIMAP as an exhaustive, up-to-date resource to inspect the sequence similarity of any known sequence enables of any type of systematic post-processing with respect to the functional or structural classification of proteins.

The recent integration of metagenomic sequences into SIMAP based on a consistent extraction of coding sequences has been beneficial to preserve the comprehensiveness of the sequence space representation in SIMAP. At the same time it makes use of the sequence similarity matrix of SIMAP to resolve overlaps and remove shadow ORFs. SIMAP represents to our knowledge the largest and most homogeneous resource for the annotation of coding sequences in metagenomes. It provides an ideal data repository and speed-up for tools as e.g. MEGAN ([@B19]) that extract taxonomic and functional information from similarities between metagenomic ORFs and known proteins in major sequence databases.

The extended functional annotation of the sequence space through the pre-calculation of GO annotations and the improved data access facilities have enhanced the potential of SIMAP in assisting biologists in answering their individual research questions as well as facilitating downstream projects in computational biology at any scale.
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